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Substitution Drills for Self Study – practicing with -ро 

 
Ман инро дидам ... (Юҳанно 1:34) – I saw this. 
Ман туро ... дидам. (Юҳанно 1:48) – I saw you. 
 
Make some more sentences using “I saw”, for example: 

 I saw him. 

 I saw them. 

 I saw the dog. 

 I saw the books. etc. 
 
Can you make sentences by changing the subject and/or object? 

 You saw me. 

 You saw them. 

 We saw them.  

 I saw the house. 

 They saw the car. 

 She saw us.  etc. 
 
 
Мо Масеҳро ёфтем. (Юҳанно 1:41) – We found Christ. 
 
Make some other sentences using “we found”, for example: 

 We found you. 

 We found them. 

 We found these. 

 We found the house.  

 We found the cat. etc. 
 
Can you make some more sentences by changing the subject and/or object? 

 I found Christ. 

 I found these. 

 They found me. 

 You found me.   etc. 
 
You can turn these sentences into questions by simply adding a question mark and changing 
the intonation. Write some questions, for example: 

 Did you find Christ? 

 Did she find them?  etc. 
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Шумо чиро мекобед? (Юҳанно 1:38) – What are you looking for? 
 
Try making some other sentences by changing the verb, for example: 

 What are you eating? 

 What do you see? (What are you seeing?) 

 What are you studying?  

 What do you like? (What are you liking?) 
 
Can you change the subject of the sentence? 

 What am I looking for? 

 What are you (ту) looking for? 

 What is he looking for? 

 What are we looking for? 

 What are they looking for? 
 
How about changing the subject to actual people (or animals): 

 What is the girl looking for? 

 What is the dog looking for? 

 What are the men looking for? 
 
Now make some sentences by changing both the subject and the verb: 

 What is the girl eating? 

 What am I studying? 

 What are they cooking? 
 
 


